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Introduction

Public Relations and Corporate Communications are at the heart of business performance. Modern methods, tools,
and channels have greatly increased the speed at which communications can be experienced, from local to global.
This programme looks at a variety of corporate communication tools and models before examining in detail the
potential value and role of key stakeholders in corporate affairs and public relations processes. It looks at
approaches that will permeate the whole organisation as well as the specialist disciplines within public relations and
corporate communications.

 

Training Objectives of Media & Public Relations Professional

Set Corporate Affairs in its strategic anticipatory and effective context
Develop an understanding of stakeholder programmes for regular, focused communication activities
Examine the development of Corporate Affairs tools
Understand how to develop and coordinate strategy, plans, and tactics
Evaluate the use of research

 

Media & Public Relations Professional Training Outlines

Day 1

The Power of Communication

Programme overview, design, and options
Opening exercise: goal setting
The Big Picture: overview and PR strategy
When Public Relations should be used
Corporate identity and image: establishing a positive image and identity
Becoming a neighbour of choice: external reputation management
Leaders’ role in managing communications

Day 2

From the Inside Out: Crafting Consistent Messages

The expectations of employees and employers
Understanding audiences: segmenting and prioritising
Plotting the stakeholder communication journey
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Getting the message out to audiences
Storytelling: creating an unfolding story people pay attention to
Empowering employees through social media
Steps for creating clear content that has an impact
Developing trust and credibility with senior leaders

Day 3

Risks & Threats: Their Identification and Management

Planning for the unexpected
Using communication activities to manage risk to reputation
Repairing a damaged reputation
Identifying opinion formers and influencers
Engaging with key decision-makers
Principles for building sustainable relationships with decision-makers and influencers
VIP and political contact programmes
Monitoring political activities

Day 4

Corporate Communications / PR in the Corporate Mix

Media Relations best practices
Effective event management
Developing a crisis management toolkit
Hosting VIP visits
Protocol in practice
Financial PR activities and roles
Multinational and global communication challenges

Day 5

Powerful and Persuasive Planning

10 stages of PR planning
Using market research to plan PR activities
Developing measurable objectives for activities
Identifying core messages
Developing practical communication toolkits
Creating a schedule of PR activities
Measuring outputs, outcomes, and value
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Blackbird Training Cities
Europe & USA

Zurich (Switzerland ) Stockholm (Sweden) Lyon (France) Copenhagen (Denmark) Bordeax (France) Annecy (France)

Oslo (Norway) Edinburgh (UK) Glasgow (Scotland ) Malaga (Spain) London (UK) Istanbul (Turkey)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) Düsseldorf (Germany) Paris (France) Barcelona (Spain) Munich (Germany) Geneva
(Switzerland)

Prague (Czech) Vienna (Austria) Rome (Italy) Brussels (Belgium) Madrid (Spain) Berlin (Germany)

Lisbon (Portugal) Manchester (UK) Milan (Italy)

USA & CANADA

Los Angeles (USA) Florida (USA) Online Boston (USA) Washington (USA) Miami(USA)

New York (USA) Toronto (Canada)
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Blackbird Training Cities

Afrika

Baku (Azerbaijan) Maldives (Maldives) Manila (Philippines) Bali (Indonesia ) Bangkok (Tailand) Beijing (China)

Jakarta (Indonesia) Moscow (Russia ) Singapore (Singapore ) Sydney (Australia) Tokyo (Japan) Kuala Lumpur
(Malaysia)

Asia

Kigali (Rwanda) Cape Town (South Africa) Accra (Ghana) Lagos (Nigeria) Marrakesh (Marocco) Nairobi (Kenya)

Dubai (UAE) Cairo (Egypt) Sharm El-Sheikh (Egypt) Casablanca (Morocco) Tunis (Tunisia)
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Blackbird Training Clients
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Blackbird Training Categories
Management & Admin
Professional Skills
Finance, Accounting, Budgeting
Media & Public Relations
Project Management
Human Resources
Audit & Quality Assurance
Marketing, Sales, Customer Service
Secretary & Admin
Supply Chain & Logistics
Management & Leadership
Agile and Refinement

Technical Courses
Hospital Management
Public Sector
Special Workshops
Oil & Gas Engineering
Telecom Engineering
IT & IT Engineering
Health & Safety
Law and Contract Management
Customs & Safety
Aviation
C-Suite Training
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